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White Paper #16 
 

The Climate Therapy and Natureness Course: Authentic Truth is Love 
in Action 
 

Learn how to liberate your natural essence! 

 

 
 

 
Do you think if you spoke for or as Nature, or our injured Planet, you would scream for help?  
 
Would you shout, “For money and its power, contemporary people are lying, thieving pirates 
who assault Nature and each other!”  
 
Doesn’t our pirating deteriorate Planet Earth’s and your life? Doesn’t it violate your legal and 
moral rights to life, liberty and happiness? 
 
Look around. Contemporary humanity is excessively exploiting Nature while, beautifully and 
forever, Nature is its wordless love to begin life.  
 
The life of Earth has lost 45% of its ability to recover from our abusive ways. The Earth’s life 
includes our life. This is a form of suicide, ecocide. 
 
We don’t know why or how to stop being senseless pirates because our misguided stories have 
assaulted the wisdom of Nature’s wordless love, around, in and as us. 
 
Project NatureConnect is forming a Climate Therapy fiduciary support group and course.  Its 
unique trustable truth knows exactly how to reverse our personal/planetary/universal catastrophe 
by 850%! Because its members 54-sense mentor each other, they increase personal,  social, and 
environmental well-being everywhere. 
 
This Natureness support group works like no other because Climate Therapy uses a universal 
authenticity to stop the evisceration of our planet and our life. 
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Our lives are so warped that they make us unable to know the truth when it’s available.  
 
Here is the truth. 
 
 
Universal Authenticity  
 
“It is absolutely true that you are reading these words right now.” 
 
In today’s global calamity, we must identify and practice universal authenticity.  
 
Trust the reading experience, above. It identifies the Universal Authenticity we are missing by 
being it.   
 
That’s how and why this course is so important. Like no other, it applies the missing truth we 
desperately need to stop being Nature pirates and make peace with Nature around, in and as us.  
 
Everything else is not trustable or is an outright lie. 
 
Climate Therapy produces responsible and happy relationships because it invokes an authentic, 
trustable truth process that creates pure facts while  correcting our lies.  
 
This counteracts that our excessive exploitation of Nature, in and around us, leads us to feel we 
don’t deserve to have good feelings.  Instead, we often find that they are a troll rudely exploiting 
us. 
 
Anything that does not include the joy of Climate Therapy’s trustable truth Natureness process 
reinforces our destructive personal and global ways. We can’t keep deceiving ourselves and 
expect to stop our damaging relationships.    
 
At this point, to increase well-being instead of deteriorating it, we must add our greatest truth to 
everything false so things will no longer mislead us and vice versa.   
 
As demonstrated here, this reasonable gratification is doable, not just another ideal. 
http://www.ecopsych.com/ctquotes.html 
 
Wouldn’t your life, and all life, be far better if involved in and surrounded by Climate Therapy 
Natureness relationships?   
 

Doesn’t our normal way of life unjustly create and give us headaches, anxiety and depression? 
 
Don’t you love responsible love? 
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Because Climate Therapy is scientifically accurate and beneficial to all, including Nature, it has 
validated and applies the secret to unifying what is true in the here and now.”   
 
“Here and now” is what our Science calls spacetime or our Standard Universe.  
 
Space-time works because it includes the essence, Natureness, of every part of Nature’s life, 
quantum sub-atomic, to our 54-senses and feelings, to the galaxies and beyond.   
http://www.ecopsych.com/insight53senses.html 
 
Authentic Natureness is always available during the here (space) and now (time) we spend in a 
natural area, backyard, backcountry, or with our pet. 
 
In Climate Therapy, existentially,  at this instant, as well as forever and before, Nature is the 
bliss of its wordless love to begin life, including its own.   
 
This phenomenon is self-evident.  
 
For thousands of years, nobody has ever scientifically proven any different.  
 
If you ever had a euphoric or healing experience in a natural area, you know it’s true. It exists in 
you here and now.  
 
Our pirating often teaches or pays us to demean this knowledge. That makes richer pirates profit 
more so they more powerfully mislead us. 
 
Just as scientifically true as you are reading these words right now, with justice, Nature’s essence 
(Natureness) simultaneously is loving our life, and all of life, into being this instant.  
 

Validation  
 
1. Natureness is this instant the singular term for the unified essence of  
2. Great trustable truth,  
3. Space-time, 
4. Nature’s wordless love to begin life,  
5. Nature’s intent to love us into being.  
  

1-5 are synonyms with this major exception. Humans can use words, Nature can’t. The Grand 
Canyon Wilderness made Mike Cohen aware of this profound yet observable difference in 
August 1965. 
http://www.ecopsych.com/livingplanetearthkey.html 
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By applying what consistently works, our sense of reason has produced the computer, internet, 
cellphones, and our technological, indoor world that makes it possible for us to  read or write 
these words now.  
 
This is obvious. Equally obvious is that we have 54-senses whose words, in concert, register and 
validate this fact,  moment-by-moment.  
 
HOWEVER, Words and stories that are not evidence-based Science are not trustable. Because 
they delude us when we depend on them, these words cause the significant problems we 
increasingly suffer.  
 
This explains why Science always omits the mystical or supernatural, including religious dogma 
and miracles.  They are not dependable.     
 
However, when Science is bought, owned, and funded by excessively nature-disconnected 
people, they/we become pirates due to our indoctrinated Prejudice Against Nature (PAN).  
They/we use Science to create war with and conquer Nature.  
 
Devoid of the 54-sense balance and beauty of Natureness that it considers “subjective,” objective 
Science has become warped. 
 
 

    
 

 
Natureness is the term Climate Therapy applies to the essence of wordless Nature continually 
beginning to love life into being, including our life.  
 
Natureness does this for  everything, including rocks and clouds with one exception. It does not 
do this for individuals whose unscientific words and stories disconnect them from Nature’s 
love. 
 
Believing or applying scientifically unsubstantiated words and stories is the plague of 
contemporary life because it disconnects us from the pure life-giving quality of Natureness.  
 
This devastating practice makes Science a weapon of mass destruction.  
 
It’s how and why we powerfully injure the life of our planet and us so we create our physical and 
mental disorders, including climate change.  
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Harming or abusing the life of our planet violates our right to life and its joy. Where it dies, 
sooner or later, we die. 
 
Scientists have known our planet’s life is limited and that we’ve been deteriorating it since 1949 
or earlier. 
   
Painstakingly, Climate Therapy only seeks and applies science-based, 54-sense Natureness facts 
that benefit all.   
 
All includes the natural world.   
 
This supports Nature’s wordlessly loving to begin life.  
 
It gives Nature authentic and organic words and stories to explain and defend itself.   
 
 

                    
 
   

Stories are seldom misleading if you know the greatest truth you can trust in your life.  
 
That great truth identifies what is false so you can avoid it. Then, beneficially, words make 
perfect sense as real-life, absolute, space-time facts. That’s when Natureness becomes not 
wordless and can update us in a natural area. 
 
Do you think this is controversial?  
 
Whom do you trust? Your Authentic Truth experience in the opening paragraph 5, above?   
 
Or is it the pirates who don’t know their greatest trustable truth and can’t stop warring against 
nature’s continual love to begin life, including your life?   
 

Your greatest truth includes that when using words that do not support Natureness, the 
words are not true to your life or the life of our planet and Nature.  
 
Instead, they misrepresent or damage Natureness, around and as you, to our loss.  

 
Today our falsehoods continue to unreasonably hurt Nature loving us into being while 
that love is an essence of us.   
 
The painful results of our loss of love from our untruths are seen and felt everywhere as 
Earth Misery Climates. 
http/www.ecopsych.com/zombie2.html  
 

You can demonstrate this phenomenon.  
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Extend your empty hand to anybody, and  say, “Pick a card, any card,” Most folks will 
pick a card. Then you say, “You crazy, too?”  

 
This would be funny if it weren’t also valid with respect to the tragedy of our disappearing 
relationship with pure and balanced Natureness.    
 
When we even think Nature’s love is imaginary and omit it, our psyche deteriorates because it 
consists of genuine heartfelt, 54-sense relationships with Nature.  
 
Heartfelt is a word for Nature’s love in action.  
 
  

                                                 
 
 
In a natural area, Nature does not speak or understand words. There the natural world’s beauty 
remains 54-sense intact as unadulterated space-time relations.  
 
Nature is so pure that it never produces garbage, rather it composts and recycles it into food, pure 
water and air.   
 
Climate Therapy beneficially helps us interlace our 54 senses with Natureness’s wisdom in a 
natural area and vice versa. This helps us enjoy Nature’s truth and strengthen its existence in 
ourselves.  
 
It lets our 54-sense attractions catch up and re-bond there with their wordless, self-correcting 
origins in the now of spacetime.  
 
Our 54-senses are a powerhouse of essential but often culturally traumatized organic knowledge 
and relationships. They include our five senses plus thirst, reason, respiration, language, trust, 
gravity, music, consciousness, community, love of love, and 39 more. 
http://www.ecopsych.com/insight53senses.html 
 
 
 

                                                                              
 
 
Authentic Nature’s history can be wordlessly experienced in a natural area’s space-time now 
reality.   
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However, when we act out our pirate we must conquer Nature fantasies, that myth prejudices us 
against the natural area’s Natureness.   
 
We pay ourselves to improve, develop, and conquer the natural area’s silent but perfect love to  
begin life continually.  
 
Our society’s dogma has drafted us into being pirate soldiers in our prejudicial war with Nature. 
We reward ourselves for injuring Natureness and are injured as part of it. 
That’s what we call progress or economic growth when we don’t know the great trustable truth 
of Natureness. 
 
 
Nature can’t defend itself from us soldiers because  it is speechless until we recognize and love 
its trustable truth.   
 
Its silence allows our Human spirit to annihilate a weed, forest, or species.   
 
Similarly, we abuse children and each other’s inner child because they are also helpless, 
wordless Nature.  
 
Then, as adults, they do this to others, as they swore they would never do, because it relieves 
their childhood pain when their buttons are pushed. 
 
This conflict produces our abusiveness, post-traumatic stress and dysfunctions. It is the source of 
mental illness that Climate Therapy’s Natureness remedies.  
 
 

                                                                                                               
 
 
 
We live 99% of our lives out of tune with authentic Nature’s love. This profound disconnection 
creates our excessive demands for materials, tranquilization or co-dependent relationship to 
replace our loss of its love.  
 
These needs further deteriorate the life of our planet, others, and us, individually and 
collectively.  
 
In 2020, after 37 years, the United Nations (UN) finally acknowledged that we are conquering 
Nature in our suicidal war with it. So the UN now insists everybody must make peace with 
Nature.   
 
Most folks try to create this peace, but we are 850% deficient in making it happen because we 
don’t know how to invoke the Natureness authenticity of our 54-sense, greatest trustable truth as 
its remedy. 
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Scientists are effective because they are armed with accurate mathematics, formulas, and 
equations, tools that work to meet their goals, good or bad, expertly.   
 
Climate Therapy works because it uses a heartfelt, 54-sense tool that preserves Natureness. That 
implement is our greatest truth that we can trust, Natureness, an organic form of objective  
Science.  
 
 

                                                                                                                               
 
 
What to do 
 
When we apply Project NatureConnect’s Climate Therapy, our greatest trustable truth enables us 
to make peace with and protect Natureness, around, in, and as us, as well as teach others to do 
the same.   
 
 Many individuals have learned what their great trustable truth is. Several have asked to have a 
continuing, supportive workshop online or onsite to strengthen or reinforce that Natureness truth 
in themselves and each other.  
 
They best accomplish this by sponsoring and teaching this Authentic Truth to interested parties.  
 
Project NatureConnect is forming an online support team for this purpose and for others once 
they know their great trustable truth. As non-pirate fiduciaries we each mutually strengthen our 
great truth ability to make peace with Natureness by sharing that ability.   
 
This same sharing process is how Nature’s wordless love has worked in natural areas for billions 
of years before humanity and our nature-disconnecting stories appeared in recent geological 
times. It’s specifically that catastrophic omission of the truth of spacetime’s Natureness eons that 
makes us pirates produce our Earth Misery Climates. 
http/www.ecopsych.com/zombie2.html 
 
It would be irresponsible for Project NatureConnect not to create this group, especially since 
most other folks can’t because they don’t know their great trustable truth or its arts and Science.  
 
Adding Climate Therapy to peace, justice and sustainability efforts strengthens them by 850%.  
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RATIONALE: Contemporary society is in deep trouble. This is because as pirates we have 
excessively conquered the pure life-in-balance integrity of Natureness as our living planet.   
 

When they don’t use Climate Therapy, those concerned about our onslaught of 
Natureness become “Warriors for peace,” oxymorons, so Earth Misery Climates. 
continue to worsen. 
http/www.ecopsych.com/zombie2.html 
 

 
We, instead, must use our great trustable truth to  become Earth Avatars scientifically. Dressed 
up as ordinary citizens,  an Earth Avatar  is our Natureness looking and acting like a 
contemporary person to help others benefit from the mental health of their greatest trustable 
truth.   
 
As avatars, we enable folks to come into balance by creating space-time in natural areas where 
they can 54-sense help each other learn to self-correct directly from Natureness. Only its 
authenticity can help them act like Earth Avatars and transform  the conflicts within and around 
them into peace. 
 
Earth Avatars gain resilience and the power of money from Natureness by helping people 
increase their personal, social and environmental well-being as they honor the natural world.  
 

Wouldn’t your life, and all life, be far better when bathed in Climate Therapy trustable truth 
relationships? Where do you think you learned that you don’t deserve their good feelings?  
 
 

   Explore our website Climate Therapy results. 
           www.ecopsych.com/ctquotes.html 

  If you want to instantly learn and validate your greatest trustable truth or call  
………360-378-6313 
………http://www.ecopsych.com/GTTPHONE.pdf 
 

 Read an interview that unveils the background and secrets of Climate Therapy. 
           www.ecopsych.com/janetinterview.html 

  Contact us, if you want to take a course or get a certificate, degree or grant in 
………ClimateTherapy or its related eco-arts 
            https://projectnatureconnect.org/contact-us/. 
 
 
Project NatureConnect,  
P. O. Box 1605, Friday Harbor, WA, 98250   360-378-6313   <nature@interisland.net> 
www.ProjectNatureConnect.org 
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